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Senior Manager Green Star Solutions

As some of you know, I have had the fortune of being involved with the Green
Star certification process on a number of fronts. I have played the part of a
consultant, a client, an owner, and as even as a Certified Assessor.

Over the past year I’ve spent time delivering Green Star training across Australia.
This journey has allowed me to understand deeply how you appreciate the
dedication of our team in delivering great service as part of your Green Star
experience.

It is this experience that allows me to see both the difficulty inherent in
demonstrating certain outcomes as part of the submission and the immense
value of independent certification.

And our satisfaction surveys confirm this. Satisfaction with Green Star remains
high, and we want to take it to the next level.

The proposals put forward are built on the strengths of Green Star –
independent verification, trusted, auditable. They also continue to improve the
process to deliver better outcomes while reducing cost.

As we move into Green Star Future Focus, we want to make sure that we
continue delivering quality outcomes and solutions for those that are currently
registered and will continue to register under the current and future rating tools.

This is all enabled by a digital platform that will take Green Star online, and build
more opportunities for GBCA member companies. We believe that reducing the
cost of submitting to Green Star, while also enabling digital toolsets to improve
buildings is key to the next decade of the built environment, and we are excited
by the opportunity Green Star Future Focus offers to achieve this goal.

Our ‘Path to Green Star Future Focus’ program is designed to do several things:
improve the technical clarity of Green Star, improve the submission experience,
and enhance our digital solutions. We are setting up a platform for success for
today, and for future rating tools. One of our targets for improvement this year is
a 20% reduction in our average delivery times for technical questions, because
we know that makes your job easier.

It is a time of exciting transformation. I’m proud of the work done to date and
look forward to your thoughts over these and the many other changes Green
Star is going through.

These combined with the other proposals in this document aim to improve the
delivery of Green Star today and tomorrow. It is time for change, and one that we
are excited to be in the front lines of delivering. Our goal after all is simple – we
want you to love the Green Star experience, and we are working hard to achieve
this.
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What you need to know
The Green Star rating
tools are evolving, and
so is our certification
process.

Our certification
process has been
continuously
improving over time
(p.9)

This paper describes
improvements to the
certification process in
the near future (p.10)

There are five key
changes to know
about (p.12).

We will introduce a
digital platform and
are looking for
interested partners
(p.13)

Other changes will
open opportunities for
product manufacturers
and service providers
(p.17)
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The changes are an
evolution rather than a
wholesale revamp.
(p.11)

Feedback on this
paper is due

28 February
2020
through this paper or
at an official event.

Providing feedback
Please download the form to your desktop before answering. Then, from your desktop, open the form and provide feedback.
Please provide your feedback by filling in the text box that is provided after each question. Some additional text boxes will be provided
where you can make general comments or suggestions about the issues covered in that section.
Once you finish providing feedback, SAVE THE FORM. Then either click the 'submit form' button if it exists, or, email the form to us
at futurefocus@gbca.org.au. This will send us an email with your comments. Please note that for the GBCA to capture your
feedback formally, comments must be provided through this official channel, at an official event or by writing to us.
Name:

Company:

Position

State

Other

Email address:

Is this response on behalf of your company?

YES

N

Profession

Sector
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The Future Focus program
Green Star Future Focus represents our broad vision for the future. We’re focused on providing a rating system that will enable you
to deliver better outcomes for your buildings, fitouts and precincts, and accelerate our industry’s trajectory towards a positive built
environment.
We aim to deliver the following four new rating tools to market:
●

Green Star for New Buildings

●

Green Star for New Fitouts

●

Green Star for Communities

●

Green Star for Building Performance

We are also exploring industry appetite for certifying precinct operations, and fitout operations.
Key to Green Star’s success is the independent certification process. To continue ensuring its success, we are proposing a number
of minor revisions to the certification process to make it more affordable and easier to use. We are also introducing a digital platform
to assist in improving your Green Star experience.
This paper describes these changes. It also seeks your thoughts and feedback on the proposed items, and on any other
opportunities that you may believe we should pursue to continue driving improvements to the rating system.

While proposals in this paper will be part of the new rating tools, some of these will also be introduced to support the current rating
tools as appropriate.
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Certifications
to date
Green Star rating tools are used by hundreds
of projects a year. Our process is trusted by
investors, developers, professionals,
governments and occupants.

1062

963

As of the end of June 2019, more than 2,350
Green Star certifications had been issued
across close to 2000 assets in Australia.
These certifications came in all shapes and
sizes, from office buildings, to retail fit outs,
airports, university campuses, public buildings,
and everything in between.
In a nutshell:

286

43

•

40% of CBD office space is Green Star
certified (Oct 2018 PCA data)

•

40% of retail space is Green Star certified
(Oct 2018 PCA data)

•

6% of the workforce head to a green office
each day

•

1.3 million people visit a Green Star-rated
shopping centre each day

•

60,000 people live in Green Star-rated
apartments

•

480,000 people are moving into the 43
certified Green Star communities

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Green Star - Communities
Green Star - Design & As Built and legacy rating tools
Green Star - Interiors and legacy rating tools
Green Star - Performance
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Satisfaction
with Green Star
Satisfaction with Green Star has
progressed over the last seven years.
There has been a steady increase in satisfaction with Green Star over the last seven
years, represented by green in the graph below.

It’s not just the numbers alone that tell a story, comments received during our yearly
100 person strong satisfaction survey tell the same story:
Whilst satisfaction has improved, there is an opportunity to take a future
focus to Green Star today.

27%

30%

24%

28%

36%
38%
Neutral

42%

Satisfied
Extremely satisfied
63%
43%

59%

56%

58%

“Working with you, our
industry members, is one of
the reasons why this job is
so rewarding. Ensuring your
Green Star experience is
the best it can be is what we
think about every day.”

54%
Sonia De Almada, Green Star
Operations Manager

37%

4%

9%

4%

8%

9%

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

15%

10%

2017

2018
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Improving Green
Star today

“Since June 2019, we’ve ensured
our average response times for
queries has been reduced by
20%. This is just one of the ways
that we’ll continue to make Green
Star better for all of you”

As we look towards the future, we
continue to improve how we do
things today.

Taryn Cornell,
Green Star Technical Manager

This upcoming year we aim to continue improving Green Star.
Our goal is simple: to continue improving your submission experience,
improve the technical clarity of the rating system, and enhance our digital
systems. All this is being done to ensure those using our current rating
tools get the best Green Star experience ever.

1

Technical
clarity

2

3

Submission
experience

Digital
experience

• Cold shell guidance

• Sample submissions

• Green Star Portal improvements

• Guide for industrial buildings

• Annual report

• Progress tracking

• Guide for apartments

• Design Review guidance

• One step submission
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What you expect out of a
certification system
As part of our review we asked users, members, and
accredited professionals what you thought we should
do to improve our certification process.
What you said enabled us to develop principles that will guide any changes to the certification
process. These five principles have been considered as we developed the proposals in
this paper.

The principles underpinning certification in:
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1.

It must remain trusted and independent.

2.

It should enable better delivery of Green Star rated
buildings, fitouts, and communities.

3.

It must become more cost-effective, while maintaining a
similar degree of technical rigour.

4.

It must increase the ability to obtain data insights from Green
Star submissions.

5.

It must continue to be auditable and deliver quality
outcomes.

An overview of the changes
In addition, our Future Focus program is changing Green
Star by introducing:

The five key changes we propose for
Green Star certification are:
1

2
3
4
5

A

Higher levels of sustainability leadership, with the recalibration of
requirements for 4, 5 and 6 star.

B

A minimum set of requirements that clearly delineates what projects
need to do to achieve a Green Star rating.

C

More flexibility for the tools to respond in different contexts, with sector
specific credits.

D

Badges for showcasing exceptional achievement in a particular area or
category of the tools.

E

More consistent categories and language across all rating tools - to
maximise how tools may work together, reduce documentation, and
increase understanding of the benefits.

A new digital platform that will enable an easier submission process, a
streamlined data entry and reporting solution, and the ability to share
data to external parties and for you to use.

Reducing documentation through the pre-assessment of common
documents for product suppliers and service providers.

Introduction of on-site verification pathways for a number of credits
creating additional pathways to certification.

Professional verification and sign-off rather than a full documentation
submission for some credits.

Volume and site-wide guidance within the rating tools to address the
increasing use of volume certification and site-wide certification options.

For more information on how the Green Star Future Focus program is
influencing the rating system, see the Green Star for New Buildings
consultation paper or the Green Star for Communities consultation paper.
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1 A new digital platform
Our database of Green Star submissions provides a
wealth of data. Our goal is to convert this data into an
asset, for both yourselves and the rest of the built
environment.
In the Green Star for New Buildings consultation paper, we outlined how we aimed to put forward a new digital platform. Within
that paper, we said that we were introducing a platform to:

• Optimise and streamline our certification process, to help improve your overall Green Star experience.
• Use the platform to generate analytical insights. This will help you build strong business cases via data-driven decision
making.

• Partner with organisations to assist with data sharing, with the goal of avoiding the duplication of reporting.
We are now ready to start our journey towards digitisation with you.
Our new digital platform will allow us to digitise the rating tool and the submission process. Our goal is to enable a significantly
better experience. Moving to an online version of Green Star will present further opportunities to improve the certification
process over time.
This is not the first time we’ve tried to move Green Star online, which is why we’ve taken time to learn from previous
experiences. We’ve spoken with other schemes and partners to learn from their experiences.
We are also keen to hear from you.
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“The new digital platform for Green
Star has the potential to simplify the
submission process and increase the
uptake of sustainable buildings
accross the country.”
Jonathan Dalton, Founder and Managing
Director, Viridis Australasia

1

A new digital platform:

The key features

We aim for our new digital platform to have these features:
An external-facing submission management solution
The submission manager will assist project teams with assigning tasks, managing documentation collection, and the
submission process. It will also help with queries, and with understanding timelines and how the process is tracking. This
system would also enable us to consider assessment opportunities on a credit by credit basis rather than all at once.
Online submission templates and documentation approval system
Both the submission guidelines and the submission templates will be made available for browsing online and offline. In In
addition, submission templates will be available to fill online and authorised stakeholders will be able to sign-off digitially on
the submission. This system will allow us to explore automation of pre-assessment for a selection of simple points and
minimum requirements.
Links to other databases and systems
We want to enable more seamless sharing of information across our industry to simplify documentation and unlock more
powerful reporting and data insights for all. As part of our strategy we are exploring means of connecting our databases
with other sources of data such as those available via NABERS and GRESB. To do this we are looking to establish APIs
that will allow us to push and pull relevant information to streamline certification processes and provide our customers and
industry with updated data from the most relevant sources.
Directory of pre-assessed products and service providers
The online system will also serve as a repository of pre-assessed products and service providers. More information on what
that means is provided in item 2.
Reporting solutions for building owners and industry
We understand that your data is valuable, we want to ensure you can make use of it as best as possible. We will introduce
reporting capabilities to help you manage and obtain insights from it. We will also look at enabling the use of our data to
deliver valuable insights for our stakeholders and industry.
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1

A new digital platform:

Partnering for success

Our aim is to deliver the platform over the next 3 years. As a first step, we look to ensure the first release provides for a minimum
viable product (MVP) and we will grow features regularly from there.
This means the platform will initially be available for Green Star for New Buildings, then the rest of the Future Focus rating tools. We
will then consider bringing this platform to our current rating tools.
We are seeking a platform provider to partner with. We will not be developing an in-house solution. An initial scoping exercise has
been undertaken, with a number of viable platforms identified showing that it is possible for our requirements to be met. The
expected timeline for the appointment of our preferred partner and the release of the MVP is as follows.

Consultation Dec
19 to Jan 20

Tender Process
Mar 20 to May 20

Staged MVP Release
Jun 20 to Dec 20
Pathway from MVP to additional features &
current Rating Tool Suite
Jun 20 to Dec 20

To deliver the platform, we will be looking for interested parties to participate in a tender
process. We expect a tender document to be released early 2020.

Are there any platform providers that we should consider or approach as
part of the tendering process?

If you are interested in participating in the tender process, please
contact Stephen Thatcher at Stephen.Thatcher@gbca.org.au
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1 A new digital platform
Do you support the outlined features as part of a digital platform? Yes

No

Are there any other features that you would like to see in our digital
platform?
Any other comments?

In order of priority, how would you rank the importance of these features to
be included in our first platform release?
_____ An external facing submission management solution
_____ Online submission templates and documentation approval system
_____ Datafeeds or APIs linking to other databases for the purpose of
streamlining certification processes
_____ Datafeeds or APIs linking to member databases for the purpose of
integration and member specific reporting
_____ Directory of pre-assessed products and service providers
_____ Reporting solutions for building owners and industry
_____ Other features

The digitisation of Green Star also enables opportunities in addressing how the assessment is performed. For example, under consideration is the approach to have a progressive
assessment rather than the 'point in time' assessment that currently occurs. So, for example, as credits are completed, they could be assessed, without these having to be held until
a more complete submission could be submitted.
Are there any other opportunities to modify the certification process that we should consider as part of the digitisation process?
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2 Reducing documentation costs
Verification is at the heart of Green Star. Costly
documentation is not.
In 2013, we articulated a goal: the cost of submitting Green Star – Design & As Built should be 20% lower than that of the current
Green Star rating tools available at that time.
We aimed to do this by reducing unnecessary modeling, reducing the strict documentation requirements and introducing submission
templates. We then benchmarked and started tracking the costs of submission across our rating tools through our financial
transparency Innovation Challenge. As of today, submitting for Green Star – Design & As Built is 30% cheaper than doing so for the
legacy rating tools.
We aim to continue driving this cost down by a further 20%. This would mean a cumulative reduction of almost 50% compared to
legacy rating tools.
To achieve this, credits are being examined as to how to best ensure they can be validated while ensuring a high likelihood of
achievement at lower cost. We are also working to ensure most credits can assist in serving multiple functions. For example,
modelling for Green Star should enable compliance with the building code, and so on.
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“The value that Green Star brings is
in ensuring compliance is delivered
on site. Reducing the documentation
costs of Green Star while
maintaining that rigour will increase
adoption across industry.”
Deborah Davidson, ESD Consultant,
Dsquared Consulting

Reducing documentation costs:

2 Products and materials
Of note are the credits related to material selection and procurement. To address some of the difficulty, time, and cost in collating
information for these credits, we are considering introducing several initiatives. Chief amongst them is a product directory of
compliant products.
As part of our digital platform we will be introducing an online directory of pre-approved products. Our goal is to ensure that
products are approved once for use in Green Star, not once per project. Therefore manufacturers will be able to provide us with
information that shows that a product or material complies with the requirements of the relevant credits. As they do, this
information will be made available to registered projects. In such a situation, when a product is used that has this status, no other
additional information would need to be provided other than proof the product was used on site.
We do wish to make it clear that this is a register of compliant product documentation. It is not an assessment of the products’
quality or sustainability attributes. That would still be something that we’d continue to rely on our Product Certification Scheme
partners for. What we would be looking to do is set up a register of products that have provided us with the relevant documentation
that would be reviewed regularly by GBCA.

“Providing a single source of truth for
selecting products and materials that
have demonstrable environmental
and social qualities will make it
easier to choose responsible
products in Green Star projects,
reduce the cost of documentation,
and deliver better outcomes for the
built environment.”
Philippa Stone, Sustainability
Manager Australia, BlueScope

Manufacturer submits to
GBCA online register

EPD

Eco
Label

ISO
14001

Manufacturer creates EPD and achieves Ecolabel
or meets other criteria for product

Project team uses
product in building

Project team looks for
product in register
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Project team uses complying
product. Submission includes
link to product in register
and evidence of use of product
in the project

Reducing documentation costs:

2 Provision of common documents
Similar to what we’ll do for products and materials, there are a number of credits that are commonly achieved by service
providers across multiple projects. For example, the ‘Environmental Management System’ criteria in Green Star – Design & As
Built requires builders to demonstrate their ISO14001 certification as part of every Green Star submission. This certificate could
be pre-approved for a set period to be used on multiple projects.
As such, as part of our digital platform we will also be introducing an online directory of pre-approved documents. This would
allow us to assess these items once, and increase consistency across multiple project submissions. Just like in the situation with
product manufacturers, those pre-approved common documents can be noted in the submission without the need to provide it.
In most cases the credit will still require additional project specific documentation to be submitted, so it will rarely eliminate all
documentation. However, it should reduce the amount of documentation provided and increase consistency across documents
that provide information that is identical across multiple projects.

“By having our documentation
assessed once, we can be sure that
our processes are in line with Green
Star requirements and help deliver
better and more sustainable
buildings”
Patrick Campbell, ESD Engineer,
Hutchinson Builders.

There are still some issues to address, such as what auditing may be required, and the time of validity for any information
provided. Feedback is sought on this matter.

Service provider submits
to GBCA online register

Spec
clauses

Env.
Mgmnt.
Plans

ISO
14001

Service provider creates standardised documentation
for a use in Green Star rated projects.

Project team uses
service in building

Project team looks for provider
documentation in register
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Project uses complying service
provider link to service documentation
in GBCA register and attaches
project-specific information.”

2 Reducing documentation costs
Do you agree with the approach to have common documents for products
and materials in an online register?
Yes
No

What other suggestions do you have for reducing documentation costs in
Green Star?

Do you agree with the approach to have common documents for services?
Yes
No
Is there anything that we should keep in mind as we develop these
approaches? Do you have any other comments?
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3 Introduction of on-site verification options
Performance matters
Green Star has worked as a documentation-based certification process since its inception. It has relied on specifications, drawings,
contracts, and similar documentation to demonstrate a building’s attributes.
As part of the development of the new rating tool we are introducing optional on-site testing and verification as an alternative to
significant documentation whenever possible. This means having performance pathways as an optional alternative to attributes
pathways in some credits.
For example, the ‘Greenhouse Gas Emissions’ in Green Star – Design & As Built can only be achieved if the project team shows a
modelling report outlining the expected energy performance for the building. In the new credit in Green Star for New Buildings, we
propose to also allow the use of a NABERS Energy rating once the building is in operation.
The same goes for issues such as those related to health aspects of the space. For example, on-site testing for VOCs, lighting,
noise, and ventilation could be accepted where done appropriately.
There are good reasons for doing this now. The operational performance of a building is more important than ever, and as an
organisation the GBCA has taken great learnings from our application of Green Star – Performance. As the link between good
construction attributes and great operational performance becomes clear, it makes sense for us to use proven on-site verification
methods to assess compliance.
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“Performance verification of ESD
features is a win for the environment
and the project. Testing actual
conditions guarantees we have
delivered real benefits whilst
reducing documentation
requirements for the project team.”
Conor Rawlins,
Senior Engineer,
Full Circle Design Services Pty Ltd

3 Introduction of on-site verification options
Do you agree with the introduction of on-site verification options?

Yes

No

What opportunities for on-site verification options do you see in the current rating tools?
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4 Professional verification and sign-off
The current verification process requires a full submission to be provided for all targeted credits, regardless of the complexity
involved in demonstrating compliance, or with the ease of auditability of the credit on site.

We are considering introducing an alternative option to documentation for some credits. The alternative option would involve a signoff by a registered professional in the project team and the development manager for the project.
For example, the ‘Sustainable Transport’ credit in Green Star – Design & As Built, in addition to the submission template, requires
drawings and specifications to be provided showing the number of lockers, bicycle spaces, and showers to be shown and
highlighted, amongst other elements. These credits are notoriously difficult to assess due to the various locations of these areas and
relationship to each other on a drawing compared to a site review.
In the new rating tool, the equivalent credit could allow providing a submission template and a sign-off by a responsible registered
professional, such as the project’s architect, and the development manager. The reason as to why this credit could be verified this
way is that the relevant elements are clearly visible and auditable. Should a claim be made that is false, this can be easily reviewed
on site. The audit clauses in our certification agreement would also allow us to verify this.
This would not be the case for a credit such as ‘Concrete’ in Green Star – Design & As Built. In such a case, the credit relies on
components of the material that cannot be sighted or easily audited through a site visit.
Professionals that could sign off on credits would need to be professionally licensed and hold a valid Green Star Accredited
Professional accreditation for the new rating tools.
Likely credits that we are exploring include those that address:
• Location based issues
• Visible physical infrastructure that doesn’t rely on inherent material or performance properties
• Visible design features
More information will be provided as credits are developed further next year. We are also considering what the consequences might
be for those that sign off credits incorrectly.
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“Since its inception, Green Star has
prided itself on its rigour and
verification. Recognising how the
industry has grown more capable of
delivering better buildings is a big
step forward.”
Quentin Jackson, Technical Director
& Sustainability Leader, Aurecon

4 Professional verification of credits
Do you agree with the introduction of professional sign-off for some
credits?
Yes
No

What qualifications should we consider for those signing-off the credits?
Are there other aspects about the sign-off we should be considering prior to
introducing these requirements?

What opportunities for this type of verification do you see in the current
rating tools?
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5 Volume and site-wide guidance
During the development of the revised rating tools, particular focus will be taken to address and promote non-single building
solutions certification.
These include:

• Multiple buildings on a single site, that is in situations where a site is being developed with multiple buildings or fitouts in
mind, and opportunities exist to apply similar credit solutions to these buildings as they share contracts, design solutions,
or site wide amenities.

• Volume certification, or for situations where the credit solutions can be applied to multiple buildings or fitouts across
multiple sites.
These approaches, particularly volume certification, are widely used. However, as these solutions were developed after the
release of the rating tools, there isn’t enough guidance within the current rating tools to introduce them to a wider market.
The revisions will aim to address this. For example, credits will be reviewed to assess whether they can be applied in either
of these situations. The credit itself will then highlight the potential application for these situations and provide clearer
guidance on how to apply it.

We will also clarify rules around auditing and the timeframes for which volume certification applies to. In addition, we will
work with current volume certification partners to transition them to the new rating tools as relevant or as they make
significant changes to their standard designs.
We are also planning for the online system to also reflect volume and site-wide certification options. For example, when a
standard design solution achieves a rating through our volume certification program, the system will provide information for
those working in that project. In this scenario, the system will pre-populate credits for those that are certifying to a standard
design, and highlight only documentation that has yet to be submitted.
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“Volume certification opens up
significant opportunities to drive the
scale needed to achieve our goals
for improving the built environment. ”
Prasanna Suraweera, Principal,
Wood and Grieve Engineers Now
Part of Stantec

5 Volume and site-wide solutions
Do you agree with introducing more guidance for site-wide solutions and volume certification?
What sort of guidance would you like to see for these two solutions? Any other comments?
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Yes

No

There are more things to come
There are still many things that we’d like to tell you.
In December we will release draft credits for Green Star for New Buildings. As part of that release we will outline how the rating tool
has evolved based on all your feedback and recommendations.
There are many changes coming, from the introduction of minimum requirements, to how badges will be applied.

How can you continue to be involved?
●

Provide your feedback to this consultation paper.

●

Attend a briefing session or see the webinar and provide your feedback.

●

Make sure you're signed up to receive our Green Building Voice newsletter and Inside Green Star newsletter for regular
announcements on project consultation periods, progress updates and additional opportunities to get involved.

●

Request a briefing for your staff. GBCA member organisations can request for a member of the Market Transformation
team to brief your team. Contact FutureFocus@gbca.org.au to arrange.

●

Follow our progress via our website. We're keen to share our work with you so we'll be providing regular updates,
feedback reports, surveys and more on the GBCA website.

●

Partner with us. We aim to redefine world leadership and best practice for the next decade. Partnership opportunities are
available. If you are interested please let us know at: Lucy.Harris@gbca.org.au
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“We are excited that Green Star is
evolving and certification is
becoming more streamlined. We
know that you want to focus on
sustainability initiatives rather than
documentation and we're working to
make your experience better.”
Nicole Sullivan, Senior Manager
Green Star Solutions, GBCA

